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Store It Rig
BY DAN DORN

ost turf pros understand that
proper maintenance during
the season is critical to the
performance of cutting
equipment, but did you

know that how you store your mowers during the off-
season can impact long-term durability? After spending
a little time cleaning and preparing mowers and other
turf equipment for extended winter storage, you can go
a long ways toward ensuring easy starting and strong
performance in the spring.

The first step to this, or any mower maintenance, is
to acquire a copy of the owner's manual and factory
maintenance schedule for each different mower in
your fleet. If you've lost manuals for your mowers over
the years, don't worry, most manufacturers make manu-
als available on their websites.

This Winter

* Perform a thorough cleaning and inspection of
each mower. It's typically best to avoid using high-pres-
sure washers, or water at all for that matter. Instead, use
compressed air whenever possible, as moisture in
mower components can lead to corrosion and prema-
ture wear that can shorten mower lifespan. If you do
choose to use water, be sure to lubricate the grease
points on the mower to expel any moisture that may have entered during cleaning.

* While cleaning, it's important to give each machine a thorough inspection,
noting any obvious fluid leaks, loose fasteners or damaged components. This
inspection will help you establish before storage.

* The cutting deck demands particular attention. Remove all grass and debris
that has built up on the underside of the deck. This keeps trapped moisture from
corroding the cutting deck during storage, and will allow the cutting deck to per-
form as designed next spring without any additional work.

* Once the mower is clean, inspect to verify that all guards, shields, safety
devices and interlock switches are in-place and functioning properly. Also be sure
to check for and replace any parts that are obviously worn or deteriorating.

Engine prep
The end of the season offers a great opportunity to catch-up on maintenance

items that may have
been neglected dur-
ing busy summer
months, and to pre-
pare the engine for
the unique chal-
lenges presented by
extended storage.
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* Changing the
engine oil and oil fil-
ter (if equipped) - An
oil change flushes
any water or other

contaminants from the engine that can cause corrosion inside the engine during
storage.

* Replace other regular maintenance items such as spark plugs, fuel filters and
air filters. Replacing these inexpensive items now makes it much easier to hit the
ground running next spring.

* Clean and maintain the engine's cooling system. Over the course of the mow-
ing season, debris and grass clippings can accumulate in the cooling fins of air-
cooled engines, and in the radiators of liquid-cooled engines. This build-up com-
promises the efficiency of the cooling system, which can lead to overheating, as
well as decreased engine performance and longevity.

On liquid-cooled units, check to verify that the cooling system is filled with the
proper mixture of antifreeze and water (typically a 50:50 ratio). This is critical for
locations that regularly see freezing temperatures, as an improper mixture can allow
the coolant to freeze inside the engine, which can cause extensive engine damage.

Use compressed air to thoroughly clean dirt and debris build-up in the cooling
fins or radiator. Inspect and clean the cooling system again in the spring, when the
mower is pulled out of storage, as insects, mice and other small rodents can make
their home in stored equipment, and the nests need to be removed.

* Maintain and charge the battery. Before storage, be sure the battery is com-
pletely filled with distilled water, and clean all battery posts, connections and
cables. Disconnect the battery from the negative post for any storage of more than
30 days. It's also a good idea to give batteries a full charge using a trickle charger
before storage. This will ensure the battery has enough charge remaining to start
the mower when it is pulled out of storage.

* Stabilize the fuel and fuel system. Use a fuel stabilizer in the tank of any
equipment to be stored for more than 30 days. Run th~ mower for at least 5 min-
utes after the fuel stabilizer has been added to make sure stabilized fuel is present
in the fuel lines and fuel system of the engine.
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Dan Dorn is the product marketing manager for Exmark Manufacturing,
www.exmark.com.

Chassis and deck prep
* Lubricate the chassis and cutting deck. Virtually all commercial mowers pro-

vide grease zerks at critical bearing areas on the chassis and cutting deck, which allow
periodic lubrication without disassembly. Use a grease gun to lubricate bearings with
a high-quality waterproof grease before storage. This will flush any moisture and/or
contamination build-up from the bearing, and will allow extended storage without
concerns about bearing corrosion and/or freeze-up.

When greasing pivot points that are tensioned, such as the idler arms or bearings
on the cutting deck, release the tension from the system before lubrication. This
allows the grease to be more uniformly distributed within the mechanism. Consult
your owner's manual to find the exact number and locations of grease zerks on your
mower, as well as the manufacturer's recommended grease type.

* On hydrostatic-drive mowers, check the level of the hydro oil and replace the
hydro oil filter at the end of each season. On gear-drive mowers, inspect the drive
belts and pulleys for signs of wear, cracking or deterioration. Also inspect the belts
that drive the cutting deck, replacing as necessary.

* Put a fresh edge on the cutting blades. - Sharpen and balance cutting blades
before storage. Sharp, balanced cutting blades restore full cut quality and efficiency to
the deck, and doing so in preparation for storage means it's one less item to maintain
before next spring.

* Check mower fasteners. Since nuts and bolts can loosen over the course of a
cutting season, it's especially important to check these fasteners often, especially at the
beginning and end of cutting seasons. This will ensure that mower safety, perfor-
mance and durability isn't compromised. ST
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The top performer in Softball
infields, Baseball mounds,
home plate areas and warning
tracks. Improve play without
water and extensive rework labor.
Fast rain recovery, just brush it dry.

AerWa~ gives you the versatility to meet
your changing needs.

Sta b iiize r ~:rfJ~,~:rd
Our patented process is
the standard for durable,
all weather, crushed stone
playing surfaces, pathways,
parking, fire lanes and event
staging areas.
Call for approved dealers
in your area.

Aerate All ~ar Long!
Aeration needs change with
the seasons - from early
establishment and growth, to
maintenance midseason, and
then to topdressing and
overseeding as circumstances
permit.

Design Your Own Aerator!
Only AerWay@ lets you choose a
frame size and style to suit your power
unit, and add any of our quick-change
tined rollers (Shattertine'.Sportstine",
Finetine", Coring Tine") that suit the
seasonal requirement.

Advanced Aeration

Circle 164 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/2917-164
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Circle 163 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/2917-163
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,-IRON DECK WALK-BEHIND
John Deere offers a gear-driven 7-lron commercial walk-

behind mower for 2005. With an 18-hp Kohler engine and 48-
in. cutting deck, the 7G18 makes the industry-exclusive 7-lron
deck available to cost-conscious professionals. With a new 5-
speed Dana Spicer transmission and floating deck system, the
7G18 also features redesigned steering control levers to
reduce handgrip reach and tension.

All John Deere 7-lron decks are stamped from
a single sheet of 7-gauge steel (.177 inch), so

there are no welds to wear or break.
John Oeere!8oo-537-8233

For information, circle 106 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/2917-106

MOW LINES WITH
STRING WINDERS

Tru Mark Athletic Field Marker's
two field marking string winders
save time when mowing field mark-
ing lines. Both come standard with
a 3/8-in. steel post for a cordless
drill and a free wheeling handle
(holds 1500 ft. plus of twine). The all-steel and ball bear-
ing model can be posted in the ground. The "light
weight" model features a sturdy plastic frame reel.
Tru Mark!800-553-6275
For information, circle 109 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/2917-109

RIDE-ON SPREADER SPRAYER
Perma Green Supreme has the next generation of

their flagship product, the all-new 2005 Ride-On
Magnum Spreader Sprayer, now available. New fea-

tures include a Honda engine with
built-in wet clutch, a new heavy-duty

transmission, a 150-lb. capacity hopper
and 12-gal. spray tank. The MAGNUM

also sports a larger 2 GPM pump and
improved spray system and spreader
mechanism for easier and more reliable
calibration and product control.
Perma Green/800-346-2001

For information, circle 108 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/2917-108
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EXMARKTURF
TRACER

The Turf Tracer features
Exmark's Enhanced Control
System (ECS), which allows
instant forward-to-reverse con-
trol as well as infinite speed
adjustment, and topside, inward
control positioning increases
control and comfort, while keep-
ing hands further from obsta-
cles. Three engine options,
including a 23-hp Kawasaki V-
twin, and 20- or 23-hp Kohler V-
twins, are available. Also feature
patented Insta-Track on-the-fly
tracking adjustments.
Exmark/Boo-667-5296
For information, circle 111or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca/2917-111

WALKER'S 1ST
WALK-BEHIND

Walker Manufacturing introduces
Walker by Walker, a compact, mid-
size, walk-behind mower. The 15-
hp Kawasaki engine with full-pres-
sure lubrication delivers the power
needed to run all Walker side-dis-
charge and mulching decks up to

56 in., the same full-floating
decks that are run on the Walker
Rider also mount on the walk-
behind, including the deck tilt-up
function. A castering tail wheel on
the tractor allows the deck to move
independently with flexible deck
suspension and spring counter-
weighting allowing the deck to
"float" and follow ground contour.
Walker Manufacturing!800-279-B537
For information, circle 110 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca!2917-110

NEW ZTR MOWER
The new EverRide Hornet zero-turn radius commercial mower is now avail-

able. Sister product to last year's Warrior, both models have tunnel decks for
cutting through deep grass, and dial-gauge adjustment of cutting heights.
Hornet model available in 48- or 52-in. decks with optional grass catchers.
Auburn Consolidated Industries/402-274-B600
For information, circle 095 or
see http://www.oners.ims.ca!2917~095

anre.
t'

For Detailed Information
and a Listof Licensed Growers Visit:

WWW.1ifsport.com
Circle 155 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/2917-155
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